Abstract In recent years, some approximate highdimensional indexing techniques have shown promising results by trading off quality guarantees for improved query performance. While the query performance and quality of these methods has been well studied, however, the performance of index maintenance has not yet been reported in any detail. Here, we focus on the dynamic behavior of the balanced NV-tree, which is a disk-based approximate index for very large collections. We report on an initial study of the effects of several implementation choices for the balanced NV-tree, and show that with appropriate implementation, significant performance improvements are possible. Overall, the proposed techniques not only reduce maintenance cost, but can also improve search performance significantly with minimal loss of search quality.
Introduction
Content-based multimedia indexing has been an active area of research and development for the last two decades. Typically, multimedia content, such as sound, images or video, is mapped into high-dimensional vectors of numbers, which are then stored in a high-dimensional index. Multimedia queries are likewise mapped into vectors, which are typically used to conduct nearest neighbor queries to the high-dimensional index. These queries return the most similar vectors, which are mapped back into multimedia data.
Requirements of content-based indexing
Indexing and retrieval of high-dimensional data has always been considered a difficult task [14] . Since the number and size of multimedia collections has been growing extensively in recent years [2, 15] , however, the requirements for high-dimensional indexing have been changing dramatically in at least three important ways.
First, multimedia data is of higher quality and complexity, requiring much more intricate description methods than before. While color histograms were considered potentially useful in early systems, state-of-the-art systems have adopted local descriptors, which describe the content in great detail. The best-known local descriptors are the SIFT descriptors [11] , which are commonly used in robotic vision and copy detection applications. Each SIFT descriptor is a 128-dimensional histogram of contrast changes, created around a small region of interest. Each image can generate hundreds of such descriptors, which together describe the complete image.
Second, multimedia collections have grown in size by orders of magnitude and are still growing. Flickr, for example, currently holds more than two billion images in its collection. It has been shown quite conclusively that in such large-scale environments, exact indexing methods cannot cope with the application requirements [1] . Approximate methods are therefore required to cope with the ever-increasing quantity of data.
Third, unlike assumptions made by early systems, multimedia collections are now subject to extremely high update activities. YouTube, for example, currently receives about 100,000 new videos per day. Search engine users already expect useful answers on current events and they will expect no less of multimedia applications. Furthermore, in some cases, such as copyright protection, new material may be more valuable than older material.
Recently, some approximate high-dimensional indexing techniques have shown promising results by trading off result quality guarantees for improved query performance [4, 5, 8, 9, 10] . Perhaps the most popular such technique is Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [5] , which has been used for some applications [3] . LSH is based on hashing data points to buckets such that near descriptors are likely to fall into the same hash-table bucket. As the hashing scheme is approximate, result quality is then improved by using a number of hash-tables. While LSH has been shown to be an effective search method for small collections, a single hash-table bucket can become very large, leading to unpredictable I/O costs, and for large collections a relatively large number of hash-tables is required for acceptable result quality, again leading to high I/O costs [8] .
More recently, however, the NV-tree has been shown to outperform LSH for large-scale retrieval [8] . The NV-tree is an approximate tree index designed for very large descriptor collections. It is based on repeated projections onto random lines and partitioning of the data space, and yields reasonable result quality using a single disk I/O per index. As with LSH, multiple indices can be used to improve quality. Unlike LSH, however, the leaf size has a fixed upper bound and many fewer indices are required for acceptable result quality.
NV-tree maintenance policies
The original presentation of the NV-tree focused primarily on search performance [8] . While one particular method for addressing dynamic behavior was described briefly, there was no evaluation of the impact of different implementation techniques. This paper offers an initial investigation of the dynamic behavior of the NV-tree. We consider the following four implementation techniques, that all improve the maintenance performance:
1. Flexible overlap We define a technique to reduce (or remove) redundancy from the balanced NV-tree. With less redundancy the index becomes smaller and is more likely to fit in memory, thus improving the performance of index creation, insertions and search. 2. Maintenance policies As values are inserted, the leaf nodes are filled up and the tree requires maintenance. We introduce five different maintenance policies and study the effects of each policy on the maintenance cost of the index. 3. Buffering inserts We propose a buffering strategy and compare the benefits to direct insertions. 4 . Partition files Partition files are sorted subsets of the descriptor collection, corresponding to leaves or parents of leaves, which can be used to reduce the cost of leaf splits.
The original NV-tree implementation used a particular maintenance policy and buffered inserts, but in this paper, we quantify the effects of these policies. The impact of flexible overlap and partition files, on the other hand, has not been studied previously. Note that we chose to use a balanced NV-tree as it is easier to simulate, but similar techniques can be applied to any NVtree configuration.
Contributions of this paper
This paper makes two main contributions. The first main contribution is the definition and analysis of the four types of implementation techniques described above, namely partial overlap, maintenance policies, buffering and partitions files. Using a detailed simulation model, we show that all four techniques improve performance, and that together they reduce the maintenance time by several orders of magnitude. In particular, we observe that the degree of redundancy within a single NV-tree has a very strong impact on the performance of its dynamic behavior: the less redundancy, the better performance.
The redundancy, however, compensates to some extent the effects of the dimensionality curse phenomenon and thus directly affects result quality. The second major contribution, therefore, is to analyze the impact of reduced overlap on the search result quality of a real-world application, by using a large set of query images over a realworld data collection. We show that there is a trade-off between the redundancy within a single index and redundancy due to multiple indices. Our results indicate that using multiple indices is much preferable, as the loss of result quality is minimal while search time is significantly improved.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the NV-tree (Sect. 2). We then demonstrate how redundancy can be implemented in a flexible manner in balanced NV-trees (Sect. 3), before describing the policies for index maintenance (Sect. 4). We then describe the simulation model (Sect. 5) used to analyze the performance of index maintenance (Sect. 6 ). Finally, we analyze the search performance and result quality of a realworld application (Sect. 7), before concluding our findings (Sect. 8). Note that this paper is an extended version of [13] . The major new contributions are Sect. 5, which shows how to facilitate large scale simulations (a naïve implementation would require months for a single run), and Sect. 7, which analyses the result quality for a real-world application.
The NV-tree
The NV-tree is a disk-based data structure designed for efficient approximate k-nearest neighbor search in very large high-dimensional collections. In essence, it transforms costly nearest neighbor searches in high-dimensional space into efficient uni-dimensional accesses using a combination of projections of data points to lines and (redundant) partitioning of the projected space.
This section describes the NV-tree, focusing particularly on the aspects that are important for understanding the remainder of this paper. We first describe the two main operations of index creation and search, as well as the node data structures. We then briefly outline the different strategies for NV-tree creation, before discussing the index maintenance operations. A more detailed description of the NV-tree can be found in [8] .
NV-tree basics

NV-tree creation
Overall, an NV-tree is a tree index consisting of (1) a hierarchy of small inner nodes, which are kept in memory during query processing and guide the descriptor search to the appropriate leaf node; and (2) larger leaf nodes, which are stored on disk and contain references to actual descriptors.
When the construction of an NV-tree starts, all descriptors are considered to be part of a single temporary partition. Descriptors belonging to the partition are first projected onto a single projection line through the highdimensional space. Strategies for selecting the projection lines are discussed in Sect. 2.2.1.
Next, the projected values are partitioned into disjunct sub-partitions based on their position on the projection line. Information about all these sub-partitions, such as the partition borders on the projection line, form the inner node of the first level of the NV-tree. Strategies for partitioning are described in Sect. 2.2.2.
Since descriptors which are close to partition borders are likely to be similar to descriptors in the adjacent partition, NV-tree partitions are allowed to overlap for redundant coverage. An overlap parameter is used to control the amount of redundancy between partitions. In the extreme case an overlapping sub-partition is created which covers 50% of each two adjacent partitions. Strategies for overlap are described in Sect. 2.2.3.
To build subsequent levels of the NV-tree, this process of projecting and partitioning is repeated for all the new sub-partitions using a new projection line at each level, creating a hierarchy of inner nodes. The process stops when the number of descriptors in a sub-partition falls below a specified limit designed to be no more than a single I/O. A new projection line is then used to order the descriptor identifiers of the sub-partition, and the ordered identifiers are written to a leaf node on disk.
NV-tree nearest neighbor retrieval
During query processing, the query descriptor first traverses the hierarchy of inner nodes of the NV-tree. At each level of the tree, the query descriptor is projected to the projection line associated with the current node. The search is then directed to the sub-partition with the center-point closest to the projection of the query descriptor. This process is repeated until the search reaches a leaf node.
The leaf node is fetched into memory and the query descriptor is projected onto the projection line of the leaf node. The search then starts at the position of the query descriptor projection. The two descriptor identifiers on either side of the projected query descriptor are returned as the nearest neighbors, then the second two descriptor identifiers, etc. Thus, the k/2 descriptor identifiers found on either side of the query descriptor projection are alternated to form the ranked k approximate neighbors of the query descriptor.
Note that since leaf partitions have a fixed size, the NVtree guarantees query processing time of a single disk read regardless of the size of the descriptor collection. Larger collections need deeper NV-trees but the intermediate nodes fit easily in memory and tree traversal cost is negligible.
NV-tree nodes
The intermediate nodes of the NV-tree are used for two purposes: to guide the search for a descriptor to the single appropriate leaf node, and to guide the insertion of a descriptor to all appropriate leaf nodes.
Typically, in non-redundant tree structures, such as the traditional B
? -tree, this can be achieved by storing an array of partitioning values in each intermediate node. Due to the Dynamic behavior of balanced NV-trees 85 potential redundancy of the NV-tree, however, these two purposes of the intermediate nodes must be achieved using different arrays of values. The partition borders array stores values guiding the insertion process to all appropriate leaf nodes. The search borders array keeps track of the values which are mid-way between the partition borders and are used to guide the search process. Each leaf node is the size of a disk block and stores (projected value, descriptor identifier) pairs. For efficiently finding the pair of the leaf, which has its projected value closest to the projection of the query descriptor, leaves are organized by the projected values in a sorted look-up table.
2.2 NV-tree strategies
Projection strategies
In the NV-tree, projection lines are used at each level of the tree, and hence a strategy is needed for selecting those lines. In [8] , an Approximate PCA strategy is proposed, which selects the best line from a large pool of random lines. The Approximate PCA strategy initially uses a small sample of data points to select a sub-set of the random lines that are potentially good. Then, increasingly larger samples are used to select increasingly fewer lines, until the single best line has been determined. This strategy proved to yield search results of better quality than random lines; the simulation model for inserts therefore assumes well chosen lines from a line pool.
Partitioning strategies
A partitioning strategy is likewise needed at every level of the NV-tree. Three strategies were proposed: Balanced, Unbalanced and Hybrid. We focus on the Balanced strategy in our work since it is easier to implement and model.
The Balanced strategy partitions data based on cardinality. Therefore, each sub-partition gets the same number of descriptors, and eventually all leaf partitions are of the same size. Although node fanout may vary from one level to the other, the NV-tree becomes balanced as each leaf node is at the same height in the tree.
The Unbalanced partitioning strategy adjusts to the data distribution by using distances instead of cardinalities. In this case, sub-partitions are created such that the absolute distance between their boundaries is equal. With this strategy, however, the normal distribution typical of the projections leads to a significant variation in the cardinalities of sub-partitions. Due to the repeated application of the partitioning strategy, the NV-tree becomes unbalanced as dense areas are partitioned more often than sparse areas.
The Hybrid strategy first follows the Unbalanced strategy until a sub-partition is of a size that fits into six leaf partitions. Then the Balanced strategy is used to construct the leaf partitions. As a result, leaf partitions are better utilized and the tree is shallower, both of which result in smaller space requirements.
Overlap strategies
In general, descriptors that are close in space are together in the partitions, except near partition borders. In this case, two close descriptors that are on either side of one border end-up in different partitions. Separating near neighbors obviously impacts the quality of the search. It is possible, however, to compensate for this problem by defining a partition overlap strategy at each level of the NV-tree.
One option is the No Overlap strategy, where each descriptor is only inserted into a single sub-partition, as described above. A second option is the Full Overlap strategy, where each descriptor is inserted into two partitions, except for the descriptors at both ends of the projection line. We can also choose intermediate values to control the overlap. The remainder of this paper explores the implementation and effect of partially overlapping partitions.
Insertions and deletions
Consider first insertions to the NV-tree, with no overlapping partitions. In this case, the insertion process must first descend the tree in the same manner as the search, to find the appropriate leaf to insert the descriptor into. Then the final projection line is used to find the appropriate location for the descriptor identifier.
With overlapping partitions, on the other hand, each descriptor must potentially be inserted into many leaf nodes, due to the redundancy arising from overlapping partitions. Unlike the search, the insertion process must then, at each level, descend into either one or two subpartitions which contain the projection of the descriptor. In the worst case a descriptor may thus need to be inserted into 2 h leaf nodes, where h is the height of the tree. Note that until the descriptor has been inserted into all the appropriate partitions, it cannot be considered fully inserted and may not show up in certain query results. Needless to say, insertion can be an expensive operation that (1) can affect the choice of index creation strategies, and (2) must be implemented carefully. In Sects. 4 through 6, we analyze cost models for several implementation choices.
Deletion is implemented in a similar manner. It is possible, however, to keep a table of recently deleted descriptors and filter them out of the result. In this way, deleted descriptors can be removed from query results, although they may still be found in one or more partitions on disk. Therefore we do not address deletion further.
Implementing redundancy
We now propose a flexible methodology for implementing redundancy within the balanced NV-tree, ranging from no overlap to full overlap. We assume five configuration parameters: tree height h; collection size d 
Defining partial overlap
During the NV-tree construction, a key issue is how to partition intermediate sub-partitions. At each stage of the construction, the overlap factor s is used to decide what fraction of each partition should overlap with other partitions. For s = 0.5, for example, half of the descriptor identifiers of the partition must also be present in other partitions. As we shall see in the following discussion, it may not be possible to partition in such a way that the overlap is exactly s (as then the last partition would be smaller than the others). Therefore, we now describe a general partitioning method, where the overlap between partitions is at least s.
Without loss of generality, we assume that we are splitting an intermediate sub-partition s of size lp into leaf partitions and that the desired utilization is u = 100%. The goal is then to split s into a number of partitions, such that each partition gets exactly p descriptors and the actual overlap between leaf partitions is at least s. Since the size of each partition must be exactly p, only a few values of s yield distinct partial overlaps in each case. These values depend on the size of the intermediate subpartition, lp, and the number of leaf partitions, k, and are therefore denoted by s l,k . In Fig. 1 , those values are s 3,3 = 0, s 3,4 = 2/3 and s 3,5 = 1. Having s = 1/2, for example, would yield the same partitioning as with s = 2/3. When partitioning a sub-partition s of size lp, the goal is therefore to find the number of partitions k which gives the smallest overlap factor s l,k C s.
The minimum value for k arises when s = 0 and only l sub-partitions can be defined. Conversely, the maximum value for k arises when s = 1, and 2l -1 sub-partitions can be created. Generally, for any l and k, the overlap between the k leaf partitions is ðk À 1Þ 
Example 2 Solving Eq. 1 for all values of l and k yields a look-up table of s l,k values as partially shown in Table 1 . If l = 8 then k ranges from 8 to 15. When s = 0.5 is desired, for example, then k must be 11, leading to an actual overlap of s 8,11 = 0.6. Given p and s l,k , partition borders can be easily determined. The lower partition border of p i is at rank p(iis l,k /2) in the intermediate node, while the upper partition border is at rank p(i ? 1 -is l,k /2). Search borders are determined, as before, by finding the mid-point between partition borders of adjacent sub-partitions.
Non-overlapping configuration
The computation of the index configuration proceeds in two steps. First, a non-overlapping configuration L 0 is found, corresponding to s = 0. Then the index configuration L s is determined by applying the procedure described above at each level of the non-overlapping configuration. In the absence of overlap, the expected number of leaf partitions is simply d/pu. In order to get an initial config-
Â Ã with at least d/pu partitions, we define:
The total number of leaf partitions given by this configuration is denoted by:
As this configuration may give more than d/pu leaf partitions, we must seek a configuration which better approximates the desired d/pu partitions. In essence, we seek the configuration L 0 ¼ ½l 0 ; . . .; l 0 ; l 0 À 1; . . .; l 0 À 1 which gives the smallest number of leaf partitions |L 0 | C d/pu.
Example 3 Given h = 4, d = 35,484,770, p = 16,384 and u = 67%, the expected number of partitions is d/pu = 3,233. The initial partitioning estimate is l 0 ¼ ffiffi ffi 4 p 3; 233 AE Ç ¼ 8. Since 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 = 4,096, however, a better configuration can be found. Next, 8 9 8 9 8 9 7 = 3,584, while 8 9 8 9 7 9 7 = 3,136, which is smaller than 3,233. Therefore, the configuration L 0 = [8, 8, 8, 7] is chosen.
Overlapping configuration
Next, the overlap factor s is used to determine the initial index configuration L s based on the non-overlapping configuration L 0 . At each level i, we use l 0 i to solve Eq. 1 of Sect. 3.1, yielding the number of overlapping sub-partitions, l
Â Ã then describes the balanced NV-tree index configuration which has the smallest overlap greater than s.
Note that the number of partitions, and thus index utilization, may differ from the intended configuration, due to the approximation of the overlap factor. As before, the number of leaf partitions is denoted by:
Example 4 Assume the non-overlapping configuration [8, 8, 8, 7] and a desired overlap factor of s = 1/2. The resulting index configuration is L s = [11, 11, 11, 9] , which has | L s | = 11 9 11 9 11 9 9 = 11,979 leaf partitions.
Index maintenance policies
In this section, we describe several alternative implementation policies for the maintenance of indices with variable overlap, and develop a cost model for these policies. We start by describing he basic notation for the cost model in Sect. 4.1. Then we detail the policies and associated cost formulas in Sects. 4.2 through 4.4.
Cost model assumptions
In Sect. 2, three major strategic choices were discussed for the NV-tree. In this work, we have focused on the balanced partitioning strategy, as it is more amenable to modeling than the unbalanced and hybrid strategies. The projection strategy is not modeled as such, but the model assumes well chosen lines from a large set of random lines. Finally, the overlap strategy is fundamental to the model and follows the method described above. Table 2 shows the input parameters of the model, as well as the instantiation used for examples and in the experimental section. First, an initial balanced NV-tree configuration L s is created, based on the left side of Table 2 , and used to initialize the appropriate data structures. Then, as multiple descriptors are inserted, the cost model accumulates insertion costs, based on the right side of Table 2 as described in detail below, and updates the data structures appropriately.
It has been shown that the NV-tree copes well with the requirements of image and video copyright protection applications using powerful local descriptors [8] . The most popular such descriptors are the SIFT descriptors [11] , which we assume in our model. SIFT descriptors are 128-dimensional and can be stored in 132 bytes (1 byte per dimension plus 4 bytes to store the descriptor identifiers), so D = 132d. Note that the number of descriptors d in the initial collection corresponds to the set of SIFT descriptors for about 30 thousand photo-agency images. The cost model centers around an array of partitions,
Each partition p j holds local information about: the number of descriptors in the partition (p j Á count); the probability of insertions to the partition (p j Á prob); the parent node of the leaf; and other bookkeeping elements. When the index is created, the partition size is uniform as the index creation is rank based, making
During insertion, each descriptor may be inserted into more than one leaf partition for s [ 0. While in the worst case it may be inserted into 2 h partitions, the expected number of inserted partitions is V = |L s |/|L 0 |. If the distribution of the descriptors to insert is identical to the distribution of descriptors in the original collection, which is likely, the inserted descriptors will be uniformly distributed into the partitions. The initial probability of insertion into a given partition is thus p j Á prob = 1/|L 0 |. During index insertion and maintenance, the p j Á count and p j Á prob values are then maintained depending on the insertion and splitting policies.
The cost model focuses on disk cost, as the CPU cost of traversing the index is generally only 1-3% of disk cost [8] . We assume all disk accesses to transfer P bytes, but distinguish between random and sequential I/Os in our model; we assume that for any file read of more than 10P, sequential reads can be achieved through a combination of pre-fetching, buffering and blocked I/O. While true sequential access is typically two orders of magnitude faster than true random access, we use a ratio of 1/10 to account for other disk traffic which may interrupt long sequential reads. The cost model ignores effects of buffer management entirely, as we have observed that the uniform distribution of accesses reduces the effectiveness of buffer management. We do, however, consider using a buffer of size B for inserted descriptor identifiers and their projected values.
In the remainder of this section, we describe the different implementation techniques and develop and argue for the associated cost model. We have broadly split the insertion cost into two parts. First, there is the cost of insertion to a leaf partition (Sect. 4.2). Second, as partitions overfill, there is an additional cost of index maintenance (Sect. 4.3). Note that since any method must append the descriptors to the actual descriptor collection, that cost is not included. We also discuss an implementation strategy called partition files, where the descriptors themselves are stored redundantly for each partition (Sect. 4.4).
Cost of insertions
When a descriptor must be inserted, the P vector is traversed and, for each partition, the p j Á prob value is used in a random trial to determine whether a descriptor should be inserted into that partition. We propose two strategies for insertion: one where the descriptor is inserted directly into the appropriate partitions, and one where insertions are buffered. The buffer is assumed to be organized as a hash table on the partition identifiers. Thus, all descriptors belonging to the same partition are stored together. The search is modified to search not only the partition on disk, but also the in-memory structure.
Direct insertions
Direct insertion of a descriptor into a partition involves reading in the appropriate partition, modifying it and writing back to disk, for a cost of 2C R .
Example 5 Consider the collection described in Table 2 . With full overlap a descriptor will on average be inserted into V = 12.24 partitions, and inserting a single image with 500 descriptors requires 500 9 12.24 9 2 9 12.5 ms = 153 s. With no overlap (V = 1) the same insertion will take 500 9 2 9 12.5 ms = 12.5 s.
Buffered insertions
In this case, there are two scenarios which lead to disk activity. First, when a specific bucket has reached a size of 2p/ 3, it is flushed to disk to avoid situations where a single bucket causes multiple splits. The cost of such a flush is the same as that of a direct insert, 2C R . Second, if the entire buffer B is full, all partitions in memory are flushed to disk in a sequential manner, incurring a cost of 2C S |L s |. This method is chosen since the uniform distribution of inserts makes it likely that many buckets are filled to a similar capacity.
The precise savings of buffering depend on the size of the buffer and the distribution of inserts. Note that a clever implementation would opportunistically update partitions when they are read in by a search process and flush buffers when disk activity is low. Our cost model, however, cannot capture such details as it does not model buffer management.
Cost of index maintenance
When the utilization of a particular leaf node reaches 100%, the node must be split. Unlike many other tree structures, however, splitting is a complex operation in the NV-tree and there are many potential splitting policies. The key differentiator between these policies is the amount of local re-organization of the index required by the policy. Furthermore, as a result of the re-organization, some leaf partitions may acquire a new random line necessitating re-projections of a part of the descriptor collection. The cost of each policy is thus composed of the following two components:
We consider the following five policies, which are illustrated in Fig. 2 . No split, leaf split, parent split, hybrid split (alternates between leaf split or parent split); and re-generation. These policies and the associated cost formulas are described in detail in the following. The costs are summarized in Table 3 .
No splits
The straight-forward way to deal with a partition overflow is to simply allocate a second disk block (or third, etc.) and maintain all disk blocks as a single partition (Fig. 2b) . In this case, the cost of the reorganization consists of reading the original partition and writing it, as well as writing the second disk block. As the reading and writing of the original disk block are already accounted for through the insertion cost, only a single random disk write C R must be counted. Needless to say, there is no cost of reprojecting the collection.
Two observations are in order, however. First, this policy also affects the cost of insertions to that partition; the cost formulas of Sect. 4.2 must be multiplied by p j :count=p AE Ç . Second, this policy also affects query costs as many blocks must potentially be read at retrieval time. This policy negates the fundamental property of the NVtree that query results are always returned in a single disk read; as query costs are not accounted for in the cost model, all results must be analyzed in view of that. But this approach serves, in a sense, as a lower bound on the cost of index maintenance.
Leaf splits
The leaf split policy works as follows (Fig. 2c) Leaf splits
rapidly increasing space requirements. The search time, however, is not affected. In the cost model, the p j Á prob and p j Á count values of the partitions are maintained appropriately. The index maintenance cost is then calculated as follows. First the old node must be read and then the new nodes must be written to disk (one node replaces the old leaf node). Since, as with no split, two disk operations are already accounted for through the insertion cost, the cost of re-organization is the write cost of the new leaves:
Since the new leaves are associated with a new random line, however, it is necessary to re-project the descriptors. The most efficient method is to scan the entire descriptor collection and compute the projections:
Parent splits
With the parent split policy (Fig. 2d) , all immediate siblings of the leaf node to be split are considered as a set and re-organized together. When the original leaves overlap, care must be taken to remove that redundancy before populating the new partitions. The parent split adds one or more leaf nodes to the sibling set and uses the partitioning process of Sect. 3 to populate the partitions. Unlike the leaf split policy, the parent split policy creates wider trees but retains the original depth of the tree, resulting in lower space requirements. When the parent node is split repeatedly, however, the partitions may become ''narrow'' leading to potentially reduced result quality.
As before, the p j Á prob and p j Á count values of the partitions are maintained appropriately. The re-organization cost is then derived as follows. Assume a newly created tree with partitioning
Upon a split, l s hÀ1 leaf nodes must be read and l s hÀ1 þ Dl s hÀ1 written. As before, two disk operations are accounted for in the insertion cost, leading to the formula in Table 3 . When the tree is modified, sibling counts are updated to account for re-organization cost. As with leaf split, the collection must then be scanned to re-project descriptors.
Hybrid splits
This policy works as follows. If a leaf has few siblings, then the parent split policy is employed. Once the leaf is one of l s 0 or more siblings, however, the leaf split policy is used. The resulting leaf nodes then have one sibling, or a few, and the parent split policy is used again. This policy should yield the lower space requirements of the parent split and the higher result quality of the leaf split. The cost of each split depends on the policy used.
Re-generation
With this policy, no splits are performed. Instead, the index is built from scratch once the first leaf overflows, resulting in a new index configuration. Assuming a uniform distribution of inserts, many leaf nodes are likely to be nearly full and thus re-generation may avoid a long string of expensive splits. While this policy may not be appropriate in many high-availability situations, it is still interesting to understand the associated costs.
In order to model the costs, we must recall the index creation process. Essentially, it is a depth-first process of creating temporary files containing ever smaller sub-partitions, until the appropriate leaf size is reached. The cost calculation is made easier by the fact that the index creation process results in balanced trees. Once the tree configuration L s ¼ l 
where D 0 = D. For each tree level i, the index creation process must then read D i /P disk blocks and write D i ? 1 /P disk blocks, for a total cost of:
Partition files
The bulk of the cost of the leaf split and parent split policies is due to the cost of scanning the collection to re-project the descriptors. In order to minimize this cost, we consider introducing even further redundancy into the index by storing the descriptors for each leaf node or parent node in special partition files. When splitting the partitions, the partition files can then be read instead of scanning the whole collection. For leaf split, one partition file corresponds to each leaf node and there are initially f l = |L s | partition files of size D h /f l . For parent split, partition files are maintained one level higher in the tree, resulting in f p = |L s |/l h-1 s partition files of size D h-1 /f p . The cost of scanning is thus reduced to D h /f l P for leaf split and D h-1 /f p P for parent split. For hybrid split, the partition files alternate between parent nodes and leaf nodes.
When inserting a descriptor identifier to a leaf partition, the descriptor must also be inserted into the corresponding partition file. As with inserts into partitions, there are two alternative implementations. First, the descriptors may be inserted directly into the partition file, resulting in a cost of 2C R ; as we observe in the performance study, this cost is too high to be feasible. Second, the buffer B may also be used to hold the descriptors until the buffer is flushed; this is the approach taken in our model. In this case, however, the buffer will fit many fewer descriptors, as each descriptor now requires 132 ? 8 = 140 bytes of storage compared to the 8 bytes required to store the descriptor identifier and projected value. When flushing buffers, partition files must be read and written, leading to costs of 2C S D h /P and 2C S D h-1 /P for leaf split and parent split, respectively.
Implementing the simulation model
In this section, we describe the implementation of our simulation model, which was written in Python. In Sect. 5.1, we explain how data structures are maintained during insertion. In Sect. 5.2, we describe how index maintenance tasks are implemented and in Sect. 5.3, we describe how partition files are implemented. Finally, in Sect. 5.4, we describe a new method for efficiently implementing uniformly distributed insertions, which reduces simulation time from several months for a single run to a few hours.
Implementing insertions
The simulation model stores the index configuration in a list of partitions, P. The leaf list is calculated by first finding L 0 based in the initialization configuration and then L s . As (projected value, descriptor identifier) pairs are inserted, an internal counter p j Á count registers the insertions and calculates the local utilization of the partition u j = p j .count/p. Each partition also keeps track of the insertion probability p j Á prob.
When simulating insertion into P we assume a uniform distribution. The estimated number of pairs to insert into the tree for each descriptor is initially V = |L s |/| L 0 | and when the tree is created, all partitions are assigned a probability of insertion p j Á prob = 1/|L 0 |. This means that initially all partitions are equally likely to have values inserted. If the tree did not grow, we could simply select V partitions using random integers in the range ½0; jPj À 1 to approximate a uniform distribution. When adding new partitions to the tree, however, the likelihood of partitions will change. In theory, we must therefore sequentially visit all partitions, comparing p j Á prob to a new random value between 0 and 1. If the random value is smaller than p j Á prob, then p j is selected for insertion. In Sect. 5.4, however, we describe a more efficient implementation.
Example 7 Assume we have L 0 = [8, 8, 8, 7] . If s = 0.0, then jPj ¼ 3; 584 and p j Á prob = 1/3,584. Therefore a random number lower than p j Á prob should be selected approximately V = 1 times on average for each pass through P. If s = 1.0, then jPj ¼ 43; 875 but p j Á prob = 1/3,584 as before. A random number lower than p j Á prob should therefore be selected approximately V = 12.24 times on average for each pass through P.
Implementing index maintenance
When new partitions are added to the tree, the likelihood of insertion is affected. We now detail the maintenance of the p j Á prob and p j Á count values, as the index is updated. Since no split and re-generation policies are implemented in the straight-forward manner, we focus here on the remaining three split policies.
Leaf splits
When leaf split is triggered, the split partition is marked as an internal partition and t new partitions are added to the leaf list P. The new partition count t is based on how many partitions fit using the given utilization.
The split partition is now internal and not applicable to insertions. The t new partitions are considered as child partitions and can be reached through the internal partition. To maintain the correct probability of insertions as the tree grows downwards, the insertion probability of the new child partitions is set to:
At the same time all values of the internal partition must now be divided unto the t new partitions, depending on the s value, in exactly the same manner as during index creation:
Parent splits
For parent split, the parent nodes of leaves are called partition nodes, and are used to group together partitions and keep track of local node configurations as the tree changes.
Each partition records p j Á count until u = 1, at which point a parent split is triggered on the partition node containing the full partition. The parent node is split in such a way that Dl s hÀ1 additional partitions are added to the existing partition node. If parent split is used with buffered inserts, all values stored in the buffer are added to the partition node before splitting. The number of partitions to add depends on: (1) the number of partitions currently in the node, (2) the desired utilization of the tree, (3) the total number of values in each partition, and (4) the s value used. We must first determine how many unique values are stored in each partition node n p :
We start by adding up the number of values in each p j [ n. Table 1 . The p j Á count and p j Á prob values for all partitions in the partition node are now set to:
Hybrid splits
The hybrid split is a combination of the leaf split and parent split strategies. We implemented the hybrid split to use the partition count in each node as the deciding factor for which maintenance tasks to use. We initialize each partition node with l s hÀ1 partitions. If l s hÀ1 \l s 0 , the hybrid split will choose parent split as the first split strategy. As the leaf split generates a partition node containing two, or a few, partitions, the node then grows sideways. Since the parent split can grow more than a single partition each time, leaf split is chosen again when the partition count in the node is equal to or larger than l s 0 .
Implementing partition files
A data structure is created for each partition file. With leaf split this data structure counts descriptors for a single partition, while for parent split it counts the descriptors from all partitions of a partition node. When switching from leaf split to parent split in the hybrid split policy, the descriptor counts must also be adjusted.
When partition files are used with buffering, descriptors must also be stored in the buffers, leaving a smaller buffer space for values, which in turn means that the buffer fills up more quickly. For each partition inserted into, the buffer space required is 132 bytes for the descriptor, in addition to the 8 bytes required for the value pair.
Facilitating large-scale experiments
The straight-forward implementation described in Sect. 5.1 requires the generation of an extremely high number of random values, as it considers all partitions for each inserted descriptor and generates a random number for every partition, thus making measurements infeasible.
Example 8 Assume a configuration of [8, 8, 8, 7] with s = 1, and insertion of 250,000 images with 513 descriptors each, for a total of 128,250,000 descriptors. For each inserted descriptor we must consider at least 43,875 partitions, and thus need at least 128,250,000 9 43,875 random numbers for a single run. The average time to generate a single random number, obtained by measuring the generation of one billion random numbers, is about 5 9 10 -6 s. The run would thus take a minimum of about 7,000 hours (more than nine months!) just to generate random numbers.
We now propose a method which makes large scale experiments feasible. This more efficient approach uses V to determine the number of inserts as the tree grows. Initially, we set the probability p j Á prob = 1, and generate V b c random partitions to insert into. Since V is typically not an integer, however, we sum up the leftover ¼ V À V b c until leftover [ 1, then insert the descriptor to one more partition and decrement leftover.
When leaves are split, the probability is adjusted exactly as described in Sect. 5.2. For leaf split (and thus hybrid split) this can lead to p j Á prob \ 1 for some partitions. When those partitions are selected we must generate a random number and compare to the probability. If the partition is not selected, another partition is randomly chosen and the process repeated. Although this leads to additional random numbers being generated, that number is far from that needed for the initial implementation.
In the initial implementation, the number V of partitions to insert into could be inferred from the aggregated probabilities of insertions into individual partitions. With this new implementation, however, we must maintain V. Since V is only affected by leaf split (and hybrid split), we must adjust V as follows when leaves are split:
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6 Analysis of maintenance costs
In this section, we describe some of the experimental results obtained from the simulation model described above; further results may be found in [12] . The experimental setup was described in Table 2 . The workload models a collection of high-quality press photos, which starts out at about 30,000 photos and then grows very rapidly. The hardware model is based on actual numbers from our experimental setup [8] . We first analyze the effect of buffering inserts on a base-line strategy of re-generation. Then we examine the effect of the split policy. Finally, we study the effect of using partition files to limit the cost of re-projections.
Direct vs. buffered inserts
In this experiment, we ran a baseline policy of Re-generation. Descriptors are inserted directly to the index or indirectly through the descriptor buffer. Once the first partition splits, processing is halted and the index is rebuilt. During the index construction, each leaf node is filled to 67% of capacity, leaving room for subsequent insertions. The assumption behind this policy is that since the inserts are uniform, many partitions will be about to be split, and hence rebuilding the index can save much time. Here we focus on the costs of insertions, however, ignoring the cost of index builds, as we wish to understand the effects of buffering on insertion performance. Figure 3 shows the insertion costs of this policy, for three different values of s [ {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}, with and without the insertion buffer. The x-axis shows the number of descriptors that have been inserted (in millions, in addition to the nearly 36 million descriptors in the original index), while the y-axis shows the total time of the insertions (note the logarithmic scale). As the figure shows, the performance difference is around three orders of magnitude, as without buffering each insert requires two expensive random disk operations, while with buffering the index is occasionally scanned and written sequentially, resulting in fewer and less expensive disk operations. We therefore only consider buffered inserts in the remainder of this paper.
It is interesting to observe the evolution of the index size during this experiment, shown in Fig. 4 . The x-axis shows the number of inserted descriptors as before, while the yaxis shows the size of the NV-tree index on disk at each time, for each value of s for both direct and buffered inserts, as well as the size of the collection. As the index is periodically rebuilt, the size and utilization are regularly reset to the desired value; these points are seen as a stepwise growth of the NV-tree index. In between, the partially empty partitions are slowly filling up until a split is required, triggering the index rebuild. There are two key observations to be made.
First, as Fig. 4 shows, the index size is highly dependent upon the value of s. For s = 1.0, the index is roughly as large as the collection, while for s = 0.0, the index remains at less then 2.5 GB, or about 12% of the collection size. While our simulation model does not capture effects of buffer management, having a smaller index will result in improved buffer management performance, in particular when the index fits in memory. Second, with buffered inserts, the index growth invariably occurs later in the insertion process. In the case of s = 0.0, this is particularly obvious, as then the insertion buffer can store the first 60 million descriptors or so, while without buffering the index starts growing after about 20 million descriptors. As a result, the collection is larger when the index is re-built, leading to a larger index. With s = 1.0, relatively fewer descriptors fit in the insertion buffer (as each descriptor goes into many partitions) and index re-builds are only postponed briefly. As we shall see later, postponing the splits may have an adverse effect on the overall performance. In this experiment, however, the effect is only positive.
Performance of split policies
Turning to the effect of split policies, Figs. 5 and 6 show the total cost of insertions and splits for the five different split policies for s = 0.0 and s = 0.5, respectively. Before analysing the performance of the different policies, a few effects are worth noting. First, as these figures only consider buffered inserts, the total cost is much lower than in Fig. 3 . Second, due to the effect of buffering and since the simulation model only considers the cost of disk operations, no cost is registered until after many descriptors have been inserted.
The two simple policies of no split and re-generation are included as baseline references, although neither policy is feasible in practice. No split affects query costs negatively, as each query is no longer answered in a single disk read. Since query costs are expected to dominate most applications, the no split policy should not be used. The re-generation policy will not be feasible in many applications, as it requires halting all processing while index re-construction takes place. Figures 5 and 6 show, however, that these policies are very efficient.
Turning to the three main split policies, we observe that leaf split generally has the worst performance. Consider first Fig. 5 , where s = 0.0. In this case, no partitions overlap and each descriptor is inserted into a single partition. The reason for the higher insertion cost of leaf split is that when the insertion buffer is flushed, many partitions are split, resulting in a significantly larger index. Therefore, the insertion buffer fills up more rapidly, leading to further splits, and so on. In Fig. 6 , where s = 0.5, very similar effects are seen.
Figures 5 and 6 also show that parent split generally has the best overall performance. As described in Sect. 4, however, the aggressive splitting of this policy is likely to lead to lower result quality. The hybrid split policy is therefore recommended.
Impact of partition files
Figures 7 and 8 show the performance of three split policies with and without partition files for s = 0.0 and s = 0.5, respectively. Using partition files is much more efficient in both cases for two reasons. First, only a relatively small partition file must be read instead of scanning the whole collection. Second, when the actual descriptors must be stored in the insertion buffer, it is effectively about 90% smaller than before; as was mentioned above, having a smaller insertion buffer can actually improve performance. Due to these effects, the savings in total execution time are about 97.7% for s = 0.0 and over 99% for s = 0.5. Note that for an index with no overlap, partition files can actually replace the descriptor collection resulting in even further savings.
Result quality and search performance
As the previous section showed, the insertion method has a major impact on insertion performance. We also observed, however, that the only parameter that impacts result quality is the amount of overlap in the NV-tree. In this section we therefore run detailed search experiments on a real data collection, varying the overlap, to investigate the effect of partial overlapping on result quality and performance. We do not consider index maintenance in this section, as we expect the impact of partial overlap to be similar regardless of whether it is applied during index construction or index maintenance, and index construction is a much faster process. In Sect. 7.1, we detail the experimental environment and index configurations for our experiments. In Sect. 7.2 we run extensive query searches and analyze the result quality, and in Sect. 7.3 we analyze the search performance.
Experimental environment
The data collection was created using 29,277 high-quality photos, generating a total of 35,484,770 SIFT feature vectors of 128 dimensions. We created a set of three different NV-trees using five different values of s (0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0). For each s, the three NV-trees are built using different random lines for each node.
The workload consists of 120 images extracted from the data collection. For each original image, 26 image modifications were created (see [7] for details of the modifications). The total workload thus consisted of 3,120 query images. In previous work we have devised ''stop rules'' to improve local descriptor query performance, that halt processing if it is considered very likely that a match is already found (a more detailed description may be found in [7] ). We ran all experiments both with and without stop rules.
While our simulation model was designed to simulate a single index, running the experiments in this section using a single index gave results of poor quality.
2 By design, a single index returns many false positives but adding indices has been shown to effectively filter out false positives, significantly improving the result quality. We therefore run experiments using one, two and three indices in this section. Note that the results obtained with the simulation model of the previous section still hold, as the indices will be completely independent.
As more than one NV-tree is used, median rank aggregation [6] is used to combine the results from individual indices. Median rank aggregation must find the same descriptor in more than half of the indices to return it as a neighbor. When a descriptor is found, the image containing that descriptor receives a vote. As more descriptors are found, the more votes the image collects. The image with the highest vote score is considered the winner and the next competitor is the image that scores second most votes.
All experiments were run on an Intel Xeon 3.20 GHz with 1,024 KB L2 cache and 2 GB memory. The same computer was used for all experiments to minimize hardware influence on timing results. No special memory warming was conducted before or between queries. Although we focus strongly on result quality metrics, such as the percentage of images found as top images, we also measure search performance, as the overlap factor affects index size very strongly which in turn affects buffer management performance very strongly.
Measuring disk accesses is difficult, however, as leaves may already be in memory when they are read, e.g., due to prior accesses or pre-fetching. To determine whether a partition was read from disk or memory, we measured the 2 Note that the lack of quality in single index searches is due to the index configuration used, which is a balanced NV-tree with leaves of 32 pages; this configuration was chosen since it generates small indices very quickly. In [8] , it was shown that with smaller leaves, better line selections and other configurations, the unbalanced NVtree is quite effective for single index searches.
time (using CPU ticks) of all leaf reads. We then created a histogram using the CPU ticks to determine the boundary between accesses from memory and from disk, and chose a threshold value to classify the accesses. Figures 9 and 10 show the distribution of CPU tick counts using s = 0.0 and s = 1.0, respectively. Both figures show both the overall distribution, as well as the details of the fastest reads. We choose to use 3,000,000 CPU ticks (&9 9 10 -4 seconds) as a divider between the two groups. Our chosen value is located in bucket number 75, but as Figs. 9 and 10 show the results are not very sensitive to that value.
Result quality
Recall that since our queries are all variants of images found in the collection, there is always a correct answer that should be found at the top of the result ranking. To study result quality, we primarily measured the fraction of correct matches, or fraction of the 3,120 query images found at the top of the ranking, and the score ratio between the vote score of the correct image and the vote score of the top image that was not the correct match. In this section, we only consider experiments with two or three indices, as the result quality is very poor with only one index in our configuration. Figure 11 shows the fraction of correct matches as the overlap factor s is varied from 0 to 1. As the figure shows, overall, the number of images at top rank increases slightly as the s value increases. The difference in overall quality of the query search, however, is very small: for two indices the difference is 2.5% between s = 0.0 and s = 1.0; for three indices the difference is only 1.1%. Going from two indices to three indices improves the quality on average by 1.1%. Adding the stop rules decreases the overall quality using two indices by an average of 5% and for three indices the decrease is only 3.1%. Figure 12 shows the aggregated descriptor ratio as s is varied. As the figure shows, the descriptor also ratio increases slightly with a higher s value. It is interesting, however, that using stop rules results in a higher descriptor ratio than searching all descriptors in the query image. The SIFT descriptors are generally created in an order from the most general (larger scale) to the most specific (smaller scale). As it turns out, the most general descriptors are more likely to find correct matches, while the most specific descriptors are more likely to contribute to ''noise'' in the results. Early stopping of the search therefore leads to a better descriptor ratio, as relatively more matches are found early in the search. Figure 13 shows the number of descriptors needed for the stop rules; this is a quality metric of sorts, as the fewer descriptors that are read, the more confident the early result is. Note that if no match is found, the stop rules abort the search after 100 descriptors. As the figure shows, the number of descriptors needed to return either found or not found decreases considerably with a higher s value using the two and three indices. Using s = 0.0 with three indices, the stop rules need on average 52 descriptors to stop searching but only 39 descriptors with s = 1.0. Using two indices the corresponding values are 65 descriptors and 45 descriptors, respectively. On average 25-30% fewer descriptors are needed using s = 1.0 than s = 0.0.
Search performance
We now turn to the search performance. In this section we consider experiments with one, two or three indices, as although result quality was poor with one index in our configuration, this is not the case for all NV-tree configurations, and the performance results for a single index are quite interesting. Figure 14 first shows the total NV-tree size (in gigabytes) using 1, 2 and 3 indices as s is varied. In this figure there are two key observations to be made. First, the index difference between s = 0.0 and s = 1.0 is very large, as the index size grows exponentially with increasing s. Using a smaller s value decreases redundancy in the NV-tree and creates in turn a smaller index. Using s = 0.0 generates a 92% smaller index than s = 1.0. Adding indices to the search, on the other hand, results in a linear increase in the total disk size needed. Second, 32-bit operating systems offer up to 4 GB of main memory. The figure shows that four indices with s = 0.25 would fit into 4 main memory, but only two with s = 0.5, one with s = 0.75 and none with s = 1. Being able to fit the indices into memory greatly improves performance. Figure 15 shows the average search time with and without the stop rules as s is varied. Note that real time measurements can be affected by accesses to disk and CPU by other processes. Running the same experiments again could result in slightly different values, but the overall trend should be the same. In Fig. 15 , there are three key observations to be made. First, the performance is significantly better with fewer indices. This is expected since fewer partitions need to be read from disk. Second, the performance difference between s = 0.0 and s = 1.0 is very high, much higher than the difference between one, two and three indices. Indeed there is even a very significant performance hit between s = 0 and s = 0.25. This shows that minimizing redundancy in the NV-tree has a major effect on performance. Third, using stop rules improves the performance even further, yielding an average search time of a fraction of a second using s = 0.0. Figure 16 shows the primary reason for the improved performance, namely the buffer management effectiveness, or the percentage of leaves that is read from disk. Overall, buffering is very effective with s = 0, due to the small size of the indices. As s increases the buffer manager becomes less effective, however, and for s = 1 only a small fraction of the leaves is found in buffers. Figure 16 also shows that using fewer indices generally improves buffer management performance, again due to the smaller index size on disk. The primary exception, using one index with stop rules and low s, requires some explanation. As mentioned above, the correct matches were generally not found using a single index. Therefore, the stop rules read 100 leaves before halting processing. With two or three indices, however, much fewer leaves were generally read, leading to more memory hits.
Summary
To summarize the results, there is clearly a redundancy trade-off between increasing the overlap of each NV-tree and using additional indices. In both cases, result quality is improved through the redundancy, while index creation time and disk space requirements increase. The key factor, however, is search performance. While adding indices increases the search time as more leaves must be read, our results show that adding overlap increases the response time much more as then the buffer manager becomes much less effective. Using s = 0 and adding indices as needed to ensure result quality is therefore clearly the preferred option.
Conclusion
In this paper we have addressed the implementation and performance of dynamic behavior of the balanced NV-tree, using a detailed simulation model. We have experimented with various implementation options that affect the insertion cost and index size. We have shown that buffering inserts, using a hybrid split policy, and storing descriptors in partition files to reduce the cost of splits, are all implementation techniques that together improve the performance of insertions by orders of magnitude. We have also observed, however, that the overlap within the NVtree is a major factor in insertion cost, and that removing the overlap would improve the performance even further. Based on this observation, we also investigated the effect of overlap on search quality and performance using a real data collection.
Our results show that there is a redundancy trade-off between using more overlap and additional indices. On one hand, reducing the s value decreases the index size and improves overall search performance but decreases the result quality. On the other, however, adding additional indices increases the space requirements, albeit less than using the overlap, but improves the result quality. Based on our results, we conclude that adding indices is preferred to adding overlap, for two main reasons. First, it maximizes the insertion performance as each descriptor must then only be inserted into one leaf of each index. Second, the smaller index means much improved buffer management performance, leading in turn to much improved search performance. Dynamic behavior of balanced NV-trees 99
